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         Take a good look at this weeks image: Catch me if you can



“Danny’s flippers swished the water up and down as he moved 
silently in the sombre shadow of the enormous beast. He could 
hear his own heart beating like a drum inside his chest as he 
fixed his gaze on the shark. He looked closely at the markings on 
the shark’s body as the two glided through the water in silence. 
“Wherever the shark decides to go, “ thought Danny, “I’m 
following!”. He put all his strength into keeping up with the king of 
the underwater playground. He was determined that their 
adventure would last as long as was possible…”

Read the STORY STARTER BELOW about the photograph:



Q1) Why is Danny swimming underneath the shark?

A) Danny is swimming underneath the shark because...

Q2) What were the markings on the sharks body from?

A) The markings on the sharks body are from...

Q3) Why is the shark not eating Danny?

A) 

QUESTION TIME: 
Read each question carefully, there is space for you to answer each question 
underneath. 

HINT:Try and write using full sentences and use conjunctions where possible to extend your answers.



Q4) Where might the shark lead Danny on their adventure?
A) 

Q5) Is the shark happy to be followed by a diver?
A) 

6) Has the shark noticed Danny is there?

A) 

Q7) Would you like to swim with a Shark? Explain your answer:

A)

QUESTIONS CONTINUED..



These sentences are ‘sick’ and need help 
to get better. Please help!!

The shark was big. The man was 
smaller. The shark swam up high. The 
man swam under him.

Can you think of a way to improve these 
sentences? Record your answers below:
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

Sentence Challenge
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What do you think Danny and the shark will see on their adventure?

Draw what they might find under the sea.


